HTML/UI Developer
Vibrant Software - Newport Beach, CA
Job Purpose:
As an HTML/UI Developer with Vibrant Software, you will be joining an international team of experts
focusing on HTML 5, Bootstrap, jQuery or Angular, JavaScript, and CSS. Being a part of this team, your
role will be in the designing, prototyping, and implementing of innovative types of web interfaces, while
working closely with the server development teams to see the vision created.
Key Outcomes (Deliverables):







The developer will work throughout the entire lifecycle including concepts, requirements and
design, production, testing, and hand off to application operations teams.
Responsible for the design and development of the user interface of web apps
Utilize HTML5 / JavaScript / Bootstrap / CSS / Photoshop to build web apps that can run on
different browsers, platform, and form factors
Key role in implementation and successful delivery of applications for our clients.
Work with customers and a design team to ensure the customer requirements turn into a very
successful solution.
Ability to research and solve application issues on critical production applications, manage
processes and associate relationships in multiple locations, complete software development
lifecycle management.

Required Qualifications:






3+ years of experience in web development or client application development with HTML 5 and
jQuery or Angular
5+ years of experience in Photoshop, CSS and JavaScript
6+ Years of overall experience in software development
Attention to detail, sense of style in implementing UI’s
Possess a strong technical background and willingness to learn

Other helpful Qualifications:









Strong experience with development methodologies such as XP, Agile or SCRUM
Demonstrated ability to understand and communicate data, infrastructure, workflow, and solution
context technical specifications. Development background required.
Self-starter with the necessary drive to deliver industry leading solutions in a fast-paced
environment.
Success in creating a positive, collaborative relationship across various groups within a client.
Extremely thorough organization skills, a keen sense of priority and a proven ability to pro-actively
identify and resolve problems.
Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science, Information Technology or similar
Willingness to travel (North America)
Experience in the telecommunications, cable, and/or media industries is a plus.

Required experience:


HTML Development: 3 years
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